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WHY ADVERTISE?

What do readers say?

CONNECT WITH
UPLIFTING CONTENT

– 2020 readership survey

Since 2000, FAITH magazine has brought
positive stories of hope and healing to
every Catholic household in the 10-county
Diocese of Lansing. Pioneering our unique
content matrix, FAITH

-

79%

82%

65%

Find the
magazine
interesting.

Looked at an
issue more
than once.

Spend more
than 15 minutes
with an issue.

latable stories of Christian witness, columns
to promote healthy, wholesome lifestyles,
articles for personal spiritual development
and useful news and information from
across the diocese and around the world.
The result? Loyal readers who spend time

CONNECT WITH AWARD
WINNING DESIGN

CULTURE

DIFRANCO

is a designer
and the busy
mom of three
children.

FAITH magazine attracts readers
with contemporary, award-winning

for excellence in design and content
by both the Mid-Michigan Creative
Alliance’s ADDY’s and the Catholic
Press Association.
In 2021 alone, we received: two

here is often virtue in having the courage to be

4

potatoes and other delicious recipes are consumed each November
until there is simply no more room.
There is a traditional inventory and
sequence to America’s Thanksgiving menu, and deviating from

that list can cause disappointment
and even elicit sneers from people.
But there is one thing I’ve always
found wanting at Thanksgiving:
Chocolate. Why can’t there be any
chocolate desserts?
Don’t get me wrong, I love a
good apple, pumpkin or pecan pie
as much as the next person. But
how nice it would be to break away
from the norm and include the
deliciousness of a chocolatey sweet
ending to the Thanksgiving repertoire! So I announced I would try it,
and bake a rendition of chocolate
brownies. Needless to say, my family was skeptical. But I told them it
would have a “Thanksgiving-ish”
twist because it would incorporate
elements of pecan pie and still
solicit that flavor we associate with
late autumn.
The rest is history, and they
can’t wait to enjoy them again
on Thanksgiving! Looking to mix
things up this fall? Give Pecan
Pie Chocolate Brownies a try for
Thanksgiving dinner … How can
you possibly be disappointed?

PECAN PIE
CHOCOLATE
BROWNIES

While brownies are baking, prepare
the pecan topping: whisk the eggs,
salt, vanilla extract, brown sugar,
corn syrup, and melted butter
until combined. Gently mix in the
pecan pieces.

who did not follow just what the crowd did. And of

course we, as Catholics, know the greatest of saints earned their
holiness by standing very much alone at times or by steadfastly
defending their faith despite persecution. In large ways and in
small, it can be daunting to go against societal norms.

Allow me to step away for a
moment from our treasured saints
and great historical figures and let’s
talk about going against the crowd
with desserts. Desserts? Well, yes –
Thanksgiving desserts.
For Americans, Thanksgiving is
one of the most beloved of holiday
traditions. And why shouldn’t it be?
It revolves around food. Excellent

DARE TO BE

design that draws people in and
year, our magazine is recognized

T

T. Gennara

MICHELLE

keeps them engaged. Year after

DIFFERENT

with every issue.

2 boxes chocolate brownie mix
3 eggs

3 cups pecan pieces
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
and spray 9 x 13-inch pan with
non-stick cooking spray. Prepare
brownies according to box instructions. Pour into pan and place in
oven. Set timer for 35 minutes.
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silver and five bronze awards for

At 35 minutes, check the brownies
with a fork. If they are mostly done
and just slightly under-baked in
the center, it’s time to add the
pecan topping (they may need
a few more minutes, depending
on the brownie mix). Carefully
pour and spread topping evenly
over the brownie layer. Bake for
an additional 25-35 minutes or
until set. Let cool completely for
at least 2 hours or chill in fridge
before cutting and serving. Top

1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 cup brown sugar

drizzled caramel.
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magazine design from the Mid-

HE SAYS:

She is always bragging
about her family history
Emily’s family descends from European
royalty and her relatives talk about it
too much in front of our kids.

3.

Michigan Creative Alliance.

2.
1.

We also received twelve 2nd place,

CYNTHIA KAAN

has a M.Ed, experience in
marketing in higher education,
freelance writing and loves
expand God’s kingdom.

and five 3rd place awards from the

If

you find yourself
house-hunting,
you may be shocked by
what an accepted offer currently includes.
Thousands over list price,
appraisal gaps (agreeing
to pay a certain amount
over what the bank appraises the value to be)
and waived inspections
are almost expected these
days. So what do you do?
Pray to be strengthened
by these fruits of the Holy
Spirit to stay prudent in
decision-making:

Catholic Press Association.

Self-control.
Whatever your situation may be, pray to
be able to practice a
pause before jumping
on something in a rush.
It’s easy to get caught
up in the frenzy and
uncomfortable with
when it seems like everyone else is buying.
Take time to determine
your housing needs –
not wants. Bigger is

Patience. Ask the
Holy Spirit to guide you
to the house in which
you are meant to live
and the community you
are meant to serve –
and the patience to wait
until that comes your
way. The housing market
won’t stay so intense,
and the house that is
meant for you may not
be listed just yet. Pray

Faithfulness.
Trust that God is in
control. In Jeremiah

SHE SAYS:

29:11, God declares he
has plans “to give you

I am proud of my ancestry

a future of hope.” If you
do feel led to purchase

Since Brandon’s roots are much more
humble, I think it’s important our kids
know they are part of this historically
signiﬁcant past.

your home while the
market is on ﬁre, pray to
St. Joseph to intercede

The desire to hear and tell family stories
arises from our deepest needs to know
who we are and where we came from. It is
an ancient, universal and good practice.
But like so many other good things, under the
influence of our wounded human nature, our
family ancestries can trick and trap us.

WHAT DO
THEY DO?

They can make us prideful. Carrying about an entitled “aura of historical significance” because of who
we’re related to makes no sense because we have no
control over those connections. But even with a rightful
sense of pride we can have in our relatives, beware that
Antidote:
Know with certainty that if any of us were to trace our
family tree widely and honestly enough, we’d find just
as many scoundrels on it as luminaries. And everybody
knowing about those scoundrels wouldn't make us one
bit less worthy in the eyes of God.
They can make us unduly ashamed. There can likewise be embarrassing branches in our family trees – such
as grinding poverty, cultural crudeness or criminality.
Even though none of those has anything to do with
our – or, for that matter, our ancestors’ – fundamental
human worth, it can still make us cringe and reluctant to
talk about our family backgrounds. Antidote: Take some
solace knowing that Jesus’ own human family lineage,
recounted at the beginning of St. Matthew’s Gospel, is
a litany that includes both great saints and horrific sinners. The point is, whatever’s in your own mixed bag of
family ancestry, it is no more a measure of your character
than it is a predictor of your destiny.

with the prayer to ﬁnd
your home.

for the patience to wait
and the ability to act
when the time is right.

not always better, and
you do not need to
purchase a home for
a certain amount just
because the bank said

Finally, dwelling excessively on our family ancestries

you could.

can distract us from what is far more important:
our universal, shared Christian family ancestry.

Antidote: Yes, tell your children stories about their
ancestors, but also tell them stories from the lives of the
saints – their family relatives in the bond of faith. Have
pictures of these relatives on display in your home
alongside your relatives. The saints are there forever to
remind each of us – the princes and the paupers – that
our most important and everlasting family identity is
being a redeemed and beloved child of God the Father.

In addition,
Getty Images/sorbetto
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHANE FOLKERTSMA

-

pray for the ability to utilize the
gift of wisdom from the Holy

STEVE AND BRIDGET PATTON

Spirit: “Jesus, help us trust in your
promises, and give us the patience
to wait patiently. Amen.”

hold master’s degrees in theology and
counseling and serve as family life
ministers in the Diocese of Sacramento.
11
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HOW EFFECTIVE IS
THE FAITH FORMAT?
CONNECT WITH A MAGAZINE
THAT INSPIRES ACTION
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5 ways
to be a
faithful
Catholic
consumer
THEOLOGY

101:

The Good
Samaritan
a lesson –
in mercy

FAITH magazine reaches and inspires

SPIRITUAL
FITNES

Easter
grace
continues

readers to act. For example, following

S:

FIND US
ON
YOUR TABLE
T
SEARCH

FOR
FAITH PUB

a June 2015 special issue focused on

‘I WA JU
ST
DOING S
MY JOB.’
Dr. Mona
, the hero
of the Fli
nt water cri
FA I T H I
N T E RV

the plight of the poor in Flint, readers
responded with thousands of hours of
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I E W:

sis

volunteer service and tens of thousands in
new donations to Catholic Charities in Flint.
Compelling narrative stories about real
people in the community who struggle to
survive prompted readers to answer the
call for Christian service with generosity

824
MORE

and compassion. FAITH readers trust the
magazine to educate and inform them

agency
volunteers

about issues that impact the communities

7,067
MORE

agency volunteer
hours

1,337
MORE
gift-in-kind
donations

they share.

I love when I
receive our FAITH

CONNECT WITH MID-MICHIGAN’S LARGEST
DISTRIBUTED CATHOLIC MAGAZINE

magazine in the mail! It
to read the

• Mailed 10 times per year free to 63,000 homes

us discovering and living

• Readership of more than 150,000
(2.5 readers per household)

ST. JOHNS

OWOSSO

LANSING
CHARLOTTE

MASON

• Award-winning editorial and design

• Design services available

a life of real faith. FAITH
and featured articles are

HOWELL

monthly reminders of our
powerful Catholic mission

• Readers of all ages

• Full-color ads

FLINT

magazine’s true testaments

• High pass-along rate
• Proven readership

articles of folks all around

JACKSON

HILLSDALE

ANN ARBOR

ADRIAN

to spread God’s love to all.”

ADVERTISING GUIDELINES
C O N T A C T J A C LY N
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MAIL DAT E

March

1/31/2022

2/7/2022

2/23/2022

April

3/3/2022

3/10/2022

3/28/2022

May

3/28/2022

4/4/2022

4/22/2022

June

4/29/2022

5/6/2022

5/27/2022

July/Aug

6/1/2022

6/8/2022

6/24/2022

Sept

7/27/2022

8/3/2022

8/19/2022

Oct

8/31/2022

9/8/2022

9/26/2022

Nov

9/29/2022

10/6/2022

10/24/2022

Dec

11/4/2022

11/11/2022

12/1/2022

Jaclyn Holmes
Phone: 517.853.7691
Email: jholmes@faithcatholic.com
Mailing address:
FAITH Catholic
1500 E. Saginaw Street
Lansing, MI 48906

RATES

Number
of issues

full

half

quarter

eighth

inside
back
cover

half-page
back
cover

1

$3,000

$1,800

$1,080

$648

$3,300

$4,200

2 to 5

$2,700

$1,620

$972

$583

$2,970

$3,780

6 to 10

$2,295

$1,377

$826

$496

$2,525

$3,213

Full Page

8”
x
10.25”

Half Page

Half Page

3.875”
x
10.25”

8”x 5”

Eighth Page

Quarter Page

3.875”
x
2.5”

3.875”
x
5”
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